Program

7:15-7:50 Registration & Breakfast

7:50-8:00 Opening Remarks

8:00-9:00 “The Classification of AML in 2017”
Nate Bailey, MD
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA

9:00-9:30 “The Utility of Elastin Stain to Identify Lymphvascular Invasion in Colon Cancer”
Jeffrey Stead, MD
Berkeley Medical Center, Martinsburg, WV

9:30-10:30 “Diagnostic challenges in Breast Pathology: A Review of Mayo Clinic Cases”
Saba Yasir, MD
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN

10:30-10:50 Break

10:50-11:50 “Diagnostic Management Teams: Practical Test Utilization Management in Pathology”
Adam Seegmiller, MD, PhD
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN

11:50-1:10 – Lunch & Exhibit/Poster Visitation

1:10 – 2:10 “Thyroid FNA Cytology: Overcoming the Fear of Follicles”
Barbara Ducatman, MD
Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, MI

2:10-2:40 – “A 56-year-old female presenting with left neck swelling”
Niru N. Nahar, MBBS
Marshall University, Huntington, WV

2:40-3:10 – “A 67-year-old female with severe episodes of bleeding”
Roger Riley, MD
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA

3:10 – 3:30 - Business Meeting
Poster Presentations

“Heparin-induced Thrombocytopenia, It’s Time for an Intervention: Uncovering Inappropriate Testing and Management Practices”
Ryan Okal, MD1; Megan Bodge, PharmD2; and Jeffrey Vos, MD1
1. Department of Pathology, WVU School of Medicine
2. Center of Quality Outcomes, WVU School of Medicine

“Expression of Transcription Factors in Colloid and Rathke Cleft Cysts”
Janice S. Ahn, MD and Kymberly Gyure, MD
Department of Pathology, WVU School of Medicine

“PAX8 Expression in Adenocarcinoma of the Retinal Pigment Epithelium”
Mehenaz Hanbazazh, MD1; Bradley Thuro, MD2; and Kymberly Gyure, MD1
1. Department of Pathology, WVU School of Medicine.
2. Department of Ophthalmology, WVU School of Medicine

“Prevalence of Biofilm Attachment on Explanted Surgical Mesh”
Stanley Wolfe, BS1; Dana Gray, BA2; and Alison Wilson, MD1
1. Department of Surgery, WVU School of Medicine
2. Department of Pathology, WVU School of Medicine

Program Objectives:
Following this conference, participants should be able to:
• Recognize the changes in the 2016 WHO classification of acute myeloid leukemia.
• Discuss the potential clinical utility of elastin in the assessment of lymphovascular invasion in colon cancer.
• Recognize the diagnostic features of a variety of common and uncommon cases in cytology, surgical pathology and hematopathology.
• Integrate in their practice the concept of diagnostic-management teams and recognize the impact of this strategy in test utilization and health care costs.

Target Audience:
This seminar features lectures and case presentations designed for practicing pathologists affiliated with the West Virginia Association of Pathologists.

CME Credit Statement: This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of the WVU School of Medicine and the WV Association of Pathologists. The WVU School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The WVU Office of CME designates this live activity for a maximum of 5.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits TM. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Disclosure:
All those in a position to control content have indicated that they do not have any relevant interests to disclose.